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Ha’rbin District of EU funded Action 

Summary on the Exchanges Trip to Italy by Ha’rbin Association of 

People with Mental illness and their Families  
 

In July 2015, with the financial support from “Heilongjiang Bozhu Aid Foundation 
for Person with Mental Illness in Poverty”, Ha’rbin Association of People with 
Mental Illness and their Families organized a seven-member delegation composed of 
user, family members and medical operators engaged into EU funded 
Community-based Mental Health Service to Trieste, Italy----the origin of new mental 
health service model in the world. The purse of the delegation is to learn the best 
practice there. Thanks to the attention and efforts made by all sides, the exchange 
activities turn to be a full success.  
 
I. Introduction to training in Trieste 
 i. An all-round exchange trip with great attention was paid. As organizer of this trip, 
AIFO made arrangement for meetings between Ha’rbin delegation and the Deputy 
Major of Trieste as well as the other high-level government officials responsible for 
local mental health work, ex: “Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia” Councilor responsible 
for Mental Health. This provides a good opportunity for Ha’rbin to know and 
understand mental health work of Trieste in a comprehensive way.  
ii. Experienced trainers delivered good-quality training courses. Training courses 
were provided during the whole trip and were organized by Giovanna Del Giudice, 
President of Conferenza Permanente per la Salute Mentale nel Mondo, and she was 
involved into the training personally. Heads of relevant department, other 
organizations and operators were invited to introduce and explain their respective 
works in details. Visitation to Community-based mental health unit, Residential Open 
Unit, workshop established by Family members Association helped Ha’rbin 
delegation member better understand mental health work development course in 
Trieste in a direct way. The professional knowledge and dedication to the job among 
local medical staff are highly appreciated and impressive.  
 
iii. Ha’rbin delegation members valued this opportunity of learning. They were quite 



attentive and focused during the whole training course, which was praised by 
Giovanna Del Giudice. The training updated their mindset. Their understanding to 
mental health changed tremendously. The result of the training is satisfactory.  
 
iv. Each and every Ha’rbin delegation members felt the great hospitality from Trieste. 
Therefore friendship was built between the two sides. All the people involved into this 
trip from two sides showed their greatest sincerity to each other despite of a busy 
schedule. This is a beautiful memory for all. It was under such friendly atmosphere 
that “Heilongjiang Bozhu Aid Foundation for Person with Mental Illness in Poverty” 
reached consensus on cooperation with Conferenza Permanente per la Salute Mentale 
nel Mondo in Trieste.  
 
II. Inspiration and Clue to our Future Work 
i. To improve rehabilitation organizations by learning from Italian mental health 
service model. To make Italian mental health service model known to users and 
family members and to update their understanding to mental health, so that they can 
perceive it from a new point of view. To improve users’ and family members’ passion, 
in order to participate in mental health work. To make achievement that can be 
remarked by government department, before earning support from them.   
 
ii. To development resources among family members and give full play role of family 
members. They have needs; therefore they are the most determined and dedicated 
group of people to mental health work. They can engage into any links in mental 
health work chain. They can influence a great number of others by doing publicity 
work.  
 
iii. Mental health training needs to catch up with mental health development. We need 
to start from the transformation of concept in current training in Ha’rbin. Without 
changes in concept and values, we cannot have service centered on people.  
iv. Revolution of mental health work should start from medical personnel, because the 
role of doctors and nurses goes through the whole process of mental health work. It is 
necessary for them to improve professional techniques constantly.  
 
III. Positive effects from AIFO conference during Milan Expo  
In the conference, Mr Liu Ling, party-secretary of Ha’rbin the First Specialized 
Hospital, introduced EU funded community-based mental health service project. 
Huang Xuemin, president of “Ha’rbin Association of Persons with Mental Illness and 
their Families and Relatives” introduced the activities and measures adopted by the 
association to help patients come back to their family, integrate into society and find 
jobs. This conference is an encouragement for Ha’rbin to make further progress. It’s 
our great expectation that Ha’rbin will become Trieste in China, and Liu Ming will be 
Franco Basaglia in China. Ha’rbin will take its responsibility in pushing forward 
Chinese mental health work development.  
The exchange activities ended, but it brought us deeper understanding to mental 



health service model in Trieste. The aspiration we have for future and our initiatives 
will have a profound effect to Ha’rbin mental health work. Each and every delegation 
member thanks AIFO, Conferenza Permanente per la Salute Mentale nel Mondo, 
“Heilongjinag Bozhu Aid Foundation for Persons with Mental Illness in Poverty” and 
other organizations as well as individuals, for the time and efforts they made for the 
trip to Italy.  
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